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A changing landscape for society, economy and markets

Building your investment strategy for the next decade

•Ageing

•Slowing growth drivers

•Higher savings rates?
1.Shifting Demographics

•Winner-takes-all

•Labour impact

•Regulation?
2.Tameless Technology

•Ongoing fiscal spend

•Debt monetisation

•Long term inflationary risk?
3. Modern Economic Policies

•Levelling-up

•Populism

•Capital taxes?
4.Restless Society

•Climate change

•Massive capital spend to meet carbon targets

•Continuing Virus threats?
5.Deteriorating Environment
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Fund managers have never been more optimistic on recovery Surge in metal and energy prices driven by recovery hopes

Source: BofA Jan 2020 Fund Manager Survey

Record investor optimism on a recovery as metal & energy prices surge
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Vaccines, Biden and a Brexit deal lower uncertainty

Vaccines, Biden and a Brexit deal lower uncertainty… Manufacturing surveys close to 20 year highs

Global uncertainty falling as new administration finds its feet
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It is easy to forget how rapid the vaccine progress has been

Source: Our World in Data, 2020
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Sterling overshoot possible as fund flows return

Sterling supported by end of Brexit uncertainty Vaccine news underpins recovery hopes

While Sterling reaches post-referendum high
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02 Will rising bond yields spoil the party?
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Bond yields rise and the yield gap widens 2020 market performance driven by multiple expansion

So will rising bond yields spoil the party?
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Today’s yield backup only takes us back to pre-COVID levels Yield curves always steepen post recession

The Taper Tantrum refers to the 2013 market reaction to the Federal Reserves announcement of potentially 
reducing asset purchases.

Today’s rise in yields only takes us back to pre-COVID levels…
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2020-21 UK Budget Deficit forecast to reach 17% of GDP - a level only previously seen in times of War

Source: OBR, March 2021

1. The exceptional impact of the Virus on public finances makes keeping real 
interest rates low a necessity 
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• The pandemic has also 
pushed government 
borrowing up to a post-
war high. 

• In 2020-21, public sector 
net borrowing is forecast 
to reach 16.9 per cent of 
GDP (£355 billion), its 
highest level since 1944-
45.

• Public sector net debt to 
rise to 100.2 per cent of 
GDP, its highest level since 
1960-61.



2. Policy makers will allow economies to run hot

“The Committee seeks to achieve inflation that 
averages 2 percent over time, and therefore 

judges that, following periods when inflation has 
been running persistently below 2 percent, 

appropriate monetary policy will likely aim to 
achieve inflation moderately above 2 percent for 

some time”

US Federal Reserve 

Jan 26 2021

US inflation will rise
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In the UK employment effects worst for young, low paid & those on insecure contracts 

Source: Resolution Foundation, February 2021

3. There is a powerful need for policy makers to ‘level up’ & help those in 
society most impacted by the Pandemic
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Negative T-Bond yields the norm since 2008 The Financial Repression toolkit

So we see Financial Repression here for some time yet…
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03 Should we remain overweight equities?
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Emerging Markets lead a global equity surge - bonds fade - UK equity recovery begins

Equity rally continues on election, Brexit and vaccine news Volatility still stubbornly high

Market performance last 12 months
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1. Global Monetary & Fiscal/Green stimulus continues on an extraordinary scale…

Major central bank balance sheets are still ballooning Net zero for EU requires c.$25 Trillion of investment by 2050*

Source: McKinsey & Co, 2020

Why we are overweight risk assets long-term?
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Saving rates & money market funds still support retail investment flows

Personal savings rates soar under lockdown US Money Market Funds  assets balloon

2. Personal savings and liquidity are high
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Mega-themes and sub-themes

3. Our five secular investment themes remain resilient

Digitalisation Automation Ageing Evolving Consumption Climate Change

Investment themes leading to companies with sustainable long-term businesses

• Analytics

• Cloud

• Digital media

• Digital commerce

• Connectivity

• Processing

• Factory, Robotics & AI

• Supply Chain

• Food chain technology

• Test & Verify

• Nascent Adopters

• Genomic revolution

• Future human

• Value based care

• Pandemic fragility

• Funding the 100 year life

• Fulfilment

• Health, wellness & diet

• Disruptive retail

• The circular economy

• Emerging consumer

• Travel & experiences

• Lifestyle consumer

• Environmental resources

• Infrastructure & buildings

• Low carbon power

• Resource efficiency

• Low carbon transport
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Fiscal and monetary policy the most expansionary in post-war history

Global strategy update March 2021

Bonds Underweight 
• UW Government Bonds – upward drift in US and global yields in 2021 - US 10 Yr. Treasury fair value 1.50%
• UW investment grade credit – after a strong H2 2020 spreads offer little compensation for post COVID risks

Equities Overweight 
• OW Global equities – equity risk premium attractive, earnings have scope to surprise on the upside in 2021
• OW UK equities – valuations attractive, flow of funds back to UK probable on Brexit deal
• OW EM equities – China centric Asia managed COVID well –commodity/energy rally supports other EM

Alternatives Overweight
• OW Other Alternatives– infrastructure and renewables beneficiaries of fiscal spend  - liquidity issues remain
• Neutral Uncorrelated Alternatives - Gold a hedge against policy error but vulnerable to any reset in rates

Cash Underweight 
• Central Bank commitment to zero or negative yields for multi-year period
• No currency preference

Risks Current: Resurgence in virus variants in 2021, disorderly bond markets
Longer-term: Economic and social scarring from lockdown, valuations stretched, balance sheet impairments only clear in 2021 and 
beyond

Vaccine aids recovery - central banks remain supportive
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Important information

If you are a private investor, you should not act or rely on this document but should contact your professional advisor. 

This document has been approved by Sarasin & Partners LLP of Juxon House, 100 St Paul’s Churchyard, London, EC4M 8BU, a limited liability partnership registered in England & 
Wales with registered number OC329859 which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority with firm reference number 475111. 

It has been prepared solely for information purposes and is not a solicitation, or an offer to buy or sell any security. The information on which the document is based has been 
obtained from sources that we believe to be reliable, and in good faith, but we have not independently verified such information and no representation or warranty, express or 
implied, is made as to their accuracy. All expressions of opinion are subject to change without notice. 

Please note that the prices of shares and the income from them can fall as well as rise and you may not get back the amount originally invested. This can be as a result of 
market movements and also of variations in the exchange rates between currencies. Past performance is not a guide to future returns and may not be repeated. 

Neither Sarasin & Partners LLP nor any other member of the Bank J. Safra Sarasin group accepts any liability or responsibility whatsoever for any consequential loss of any kind 
arising out of the use of this document or any part of its contents. The use of this document should not be regarded as a substitute for the exercise by the recipient of his or her 
own judgment. Sarasin & Partners LLP and/or any person connected with it may act upon or make use of the material referred to herein and/or any of the information upon 
which it is based, prior to publication of this document. If you are a private investor you should not rely on this document but should contact your professional adviser. 

© 2021 Sarasin & Partners LLP – all rights reserved. This document can only be distributed or reproduced with permission from Sarasin & Partners LLP.
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Juxon House
100 St Paul’s Churchyard
London
EC4M 8BU

T: +44 (0) 20 7038 7000
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